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\ (Let us begin at a point of sanity: In WASHINGTON DC, on April 25, 2002
(ENS) - Nevada Governor Kenny Guinn testified at a Congressional hearing
today that a repository for disposal of high-level radioactive waste at Yucca
Mountain, Nevada is "the product of extremely bad science, extremely bad
law, and extremely bad public policy." Is there something in that statement
that you do not understand?

Nuclear science has demonstrated nothing except the unfeasibility of its use
on this planet. It is vulnerable to an attack from any group or nation that
decides to use the plants as targets. The surrounding territory would be
proscribed for human habitation for the rest of time. Current civilization
cannot contain the radioactive poison effluents for a reasonable time, (such
as 100,000,000 years) or even SO years. The metal oil drums always break
down in under a decade. And the perversity of nuclear power production
does not stop there.

Mining, transporting, refining, and manufacturing the purified uranium
isotope 235 involves the massive carbonization of our air and water, massive
displacement of land, including mountains, rivers, valleys, and any other
geologic structure of any value that gets in the way of profit.

The proposed devastation of the Yucca Mountain area is not merely a
desperate act of the massive corporations that now need "somewhere,
anywhere" to get rid of the eternal poisons they have recklessly produced in
the name of profit, it is murder committed upon the coming generations of
the human race. Is there something in the preceding sentence you do not
understand? ]

Yours, Stuart M. Chandler
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